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March brought two decisive events. The first was the
official declaration of a Pandemic in the US. The second
was a stock market decline of
sufficient magnitude to qualify
as a ‘Bear’ market. As I recall
the most extreme down day
resulted in a cumulative a drop
of around 34% off previous
market highs. The drop into
“Bear” territory was the
quickest fall in stock market
history.
March also brought ‘shelter at home,’ ‘social distancing,’ a growing list of behavioral constraints and a new
medical vocabulary.
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April brought ‘showers’ in
the form of market volatility.
Daily up and down swings of
300 – 500 points appeared to
be a new normal.

It was a dreary month as
many of the March employment figures rolled in. GIG
workers (i.e., self employed)
were early casualties as the
need for Uber, Lyft and AirBnB evaporated as most of the
planet stayed home. The cover
of an April edition of the
Economist magazine showed a
picture of the planet obscured
by a large sign: CLOSED!
Unemployment claims ballooned.
By the middle of May the
national unemployment number was just below 15%.
Somewhere just shy of 37 million people have applied for
unemployment benefits. Add
in GIG workers who have no
unemployment coverage and
the number is significantly
higher. At year-end 2019 the
unemployment rate was 3.5%
Crude Wars
A global conflict between
Russia and Saudi Arabia begun in March fed a crude oil
glut that unfolded in April.
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Crude Wars (cont.)
Both countries raised
production attempting to
harm the other by taking
away market share. Their
timing could not have been
worse.
By the end of April they
started shutting down production. (A little less than
40% of Russia’s income
flows from oil and gas
sales.) It was too little too
late. The glut expanded
briefly taking oil futures
contracts into negative
numbers for a barrel of
crude oil.
Crude oil storage
around the globe is maxed
out. Tanker ships carrying
million barrel loads that
rented out for $20,000 per
day in early 2020 saw
prices rise to $200,000 per
day in April. The Gulf of
Mexico and the North Atlantic are tanker parking
lots acting as offshore storage units for crude oil.
An oil company CEO
speculated in a public forum wondering if the much
anticipated ‘peak oil’ was
at hand. On the ‘good
news’ side of the story
someone remarked about a
friend who bought gasoline
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in Kentucky for around a
dollar a gallon.

into Chinese ports replacing US soybeans.

Some baby boomer
humor found its way into
our email:

Infodemic

“I feel like a teenager
again. Gas is cheap and
I’m grounded!”
May Disconnect
May brought a widening disconnect between
stock market performance
and economic reality. As
various elected officials
talked about restarting the
economy, the stock market
rallied. As the dismal unemployment figures rolled
in, traders ignored the bad
news and drove the stock
market higher.
SkoldWars
Skoldwars describes
the escalating war of words
between the leadership of
China and the United
States. Both blame the other for mismanaging (if not
actually creating) the pandemic. The enthusiasm for
a reconciled economic relationship – December
2019 – was lost in the
‘blame game’ carried on by
public officials.
Soybeans from Argentina and Brazil are flowing

Infodemic is a term developed to identify the risk
associated with conspiracy
theories and misinformation that surrounds the
pandemic. I’ve read more
than one author who believes the risk to the
world’s democracies posed
by infodemics is as great or
greater than the risk posed
by the virus.
Social media consistently demonstrates its inability to cope with falsehood.
Facebook took down sites
showing ‘Plandemic.’
Plandemic is a very professionally produced and totally fallacious documentary about the pandemic. It
went viral on Facebook.
After millions of views
Facebook blocked the site
only to watch it reappear in
several other contexts.
As we reflect on our
deeply divided society a
quote from the cartoon
character Pogo comes to
mind. “We have met the
enemy — and they are us.”
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Peak Coal?
We’ve read a handful of
sources suggesting that this
will be the year when the
amount of electricity generated from renewable
sources will exceed that
generated by coal-fired
power plants.
Optimism
As we view the economic landscape we find
some ground for optimism.
People and business processes are adapting. We are
well aware that working
from home, remote teaching, curbside pick-ups, etc.,
generate their own frustrations. This transition is not
easy for anyone. Still we
are impressed with how
well and how much of the
economy continues to
function.
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intended to provide some
relief to the people, businesses and non-profits involved. Talking about these
programs as ‘economic
stimulus’ is simply dishonest.
Good Words
In difficult times good
words give us strength and
encouragement. We’ll
close this newsletter with
two examples.
Various Chinese companies sent medical supplies to Italy when they
were desperately needed.
One company stenciled a
quote from the Roman
Senator Seneca on the side
of each pallet of supplies.
“We are each waves of
the same ocean, leaves of
the same tree.”
Financial Times, April

Relief or Stimulus
These terms are used
interchangeably in the
press and public media to
describe various economic
interventions by federal
and state government.
Only one accurately describes what is going on.
Relief! With major parts of
the economy shut down
and others in the process of
closing these programs are

The second is an advertisement run by Charles
Schwab in the New Yorker
magazine:

“In uncertain times, no
matter what tomorrow
holds, we remain invested
In Investors
In Optimism
In Guidance
In Security
In Kindness
In Service
In Clarity
In Your needs
In Your Satisfaction
In Your Tomorrow
We remain invested in
you.”

As always, we are
grateful for your business.

Stephen & Susan
Thanks for reading!
You can also access our
newsletters on our website
www.theroseim.com.
“Past performance is no guarantee of
future returns.” This statement applies
equally to the portfolios we manage as
well as any mutual fund or individual
security discussed in this publication.
Compass Points newsletter is published
for informational purposes as periodic
communication with clients of The Rose
Inc Investment Management. Discussions
of particular investments do not constitute
recommendations to buy, sell or hold such
investments. Some content is drawn from
other sources that are presumed, but not
guaranteed, to be accurate. Nothing in
this publication should be construed as
professional advice recommending any
particular course of action to a reader.

